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The Smart Textile Services (STS) project is about
the development of successful methods, platforms,
guiding principles and the business models re
quired to understand the multi-disciplinary oppor
tunities and challenges of creating Smart Textile
Product Service Systems.

CRISP focuses on the design of Product Service
Systems, generating and disseminating the know
ledge, tools and methods necessary for designing
complex combinations of intelligent products and
services with a high experience factor.
CRISP is funded by Dutch government FES fun
ding and a consortium of scientific and industrial
partners.

Innovation in the form of the combination of soft
materials with high technology has led to the de
velopment of so-called Smart Textiles. These are
of strategic importance for the European textile
industry to sustain their competitive edge and to
counter threats from low-labour cost producers.

Kristi Kuusk, PhD candidate at TU/e
www.crispplatform.nl
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Partners

Smart Textiles can conduct light, heat or currents;
i.e. the textile becomes an interactive product and
can now become part of larger product service
systems (PSS). This opens up a vast field of
opportunities for textile developers and product
and service designers to combine their disciplines
in the application areas of well being and life style.

Scientific partners: Eindhoven University of
Technology, Delft University of Technology,
the Design Academy Eindhoven and Saxion
University of Applied Sciences;
Industry and Societal partners: Audax Textiel
Museum, V2_, Waag Society, Modint, Contact
Groep Textiel, Unit040 Ontwerp, Metatronics
and De Wever.

To develop these complex PSS solutions, manu
facturers need to move away from their current
fragmented, slow or non-existent knowledge
exchange methods and team up with relevant
partners. Initial investment in this field has led to
the design and development of an inspirational
test-bed, called ‘Wearable Senses’ at TU/e.
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CRISP
The Creative Industry Scientific Programme de
velops a knowledge infrastructure which consoli
dates the leadership position and stimulates the
continuing growth of the Dutch Design Sector
and Creative Industries.
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Introduction
This report highlights the contribution of V2_
Institute for the Unstable Media to the CRISP
Smart Textile Services project. V2_s main aim
within this project was to stimulate innovation
through artistic Research & Development (aRt&D).
Ultimately aRt&D will challenge the industry with
new ideas in textile design and trigger scaling up
from single prototypes (as are common in arts
practice) to the production of small series. Many
research strands in wearable technology have their
origin in Do-It-Yourself (DIY) communities. Since the
most exciting innovations in textiles and textile pro
duction stem from research in wearable technology,
it is important that the textile industry acknowledges
this pioneering role of the DIY community. At the
same time, the DIY community may greatly benefit
from this knowledge of expertise available within
commercial companies. If only the two worlds
could meet... During V2_s participation in the
CRISP project aimed at facilitating an exchange
between the DIY community working on wear
able technology and the textile industry this belief
was visualised on a small scale by means of a
Research-in-Residency (betaKnit) project, a tem
porary workspace dedicated to the production of
eTextiles, and a condensed program of workshops,
master classes and community gatherings in that
workspace (eTextile Sweatshop). The Sweatshop
brought together the DIY community with textile
industry to introduce DIYers with small scale and
rapid prototyping production tools and methods.
The betaKnit research focused on the creation of a
knitted electronics ‘protosample’ to be passed on
to industrial partners to challenge these partners
to further develop it.

professional production places such as the
Textielmuseum and Saxion have very specialized
machines operated by qualified and trained per
sonnel, a FabLab dedicated to textile production
would enable the open design DIY scene to inter
change knowledge for production on semi-auto
mated machines.
As open source ideals regarding small-scale pro
duction in 3D-printers and electronic devices in
the DIY culture are getting more and more popular,
this momentum should be used to encourage the
growing cluster of eTextile designers and artists to
explore the possibilities that rapid prototyping has
to offer. Doing so would automatically also promote
the production of small series instead of single
prototypes among them.
An important reason to include small scale manu
facturing in this project is the notion that some DIY
crafting techniques are posing serious challenges
for industrial machine production. If a DIY’er for
example creates an extraordinary sample that is
manually produced in a FabLab, the industry might
feel challenged to find new ways in which it can
be industrially reproduced. In this way, a FabLab
dedicated to DIY exploration in textiles could lead
to innovation in the textile manufacturing industry.
On the other hand, such a FabLab could also have
a positive impact on the creative processes of
DIY’ers, as it would facilitate both better access
to professional equipment as well as a meeting
space for knowledge exchange. To explore these
benefits of such a FabLab dedicated to textile
production, V2_ organised a temporary version of
such a FabLab under the title ‘eTextile Sweatshop’.
To further explore the innovative power of DIY
exploration for the textile manufacturing industry
V2_ also initiated a DIY research to be passed on
to industrial partners.

Context and Starting Points
What would it take for a FabLab or copy shop to
allow printing out a ‘sensing sweater’ or a ‘respon
sive dress’ with a single push of a button? While

knitting machine
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betaKnit Research
FabLabs use computer aided production
processes to create objects. During V2_s
Research-in-Residency project, ways to apply
these processes into the realm of textiles were
explored. Instead of using a CAD file to print a
3D print, a code for the knit-work to be “printed”
would be used. The concept of Beta Textiles was
introduced to describe this approach. Beta Textiles
refers to the fact that fabric does not consist of
purely thread, but on a meta level also contains
this code of a digital knitting pattern which can
be fed into production machines. To read more
about the concept of Beta Textiles, visit
http://v2.nl/lab/blog/beta-textiles.

patterns. From there it could for example be used
by individual crafters, as was demonstrated by the
creation of a ‘sound hoodie’ based on the knitted
audio speaker, or be incorporated and multiplied
as a sonic module for larger fabrics by the industry.
For distribution and sharing of patterns, the
research proposed to set up an online database.
Such a database would feature a simple user in
terface to upload patterns and translates them into
various types of codes. One code that can be read
by professional knitting machines, thus allowing
industry to reproduce it, another code for home-use
knitting machines (or even hand knitting), to enable
a community of DIY makers to copy and modify the
pattern.

As a proof of concept for this idea of Beta Textiles,
an electronic textile containing a knitted audio
speaker was created. The samples of this textile
were produced using a basic punch-card knitting
machine. The pattern and method of production
can be shared with the community as open source

protosample audio hoodie

To see how such an approach would translate from
an individual sample to small scale production in
a FabLab with machines for textile production,
V2_ set up a rudimentary Smart Textile FabLab,
the eTextile Sweatshop.

protosample close-up
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Experiments
The research’s main aim was to develop textile
solutions to reproduce audio. A project by Mika
Satomi and Hannah Perner-Wilson („The Crying
Dress“) involving embroidered forms of speakers
was a starting point for the betaKnit research.
betaKnit however strictly focused on the method
of knitting.

cut out copper foil spiral

rectangular knitted copper wire

round knitted copper wire with knitted
support and knitted membrane

round knitted copper wire with knitted
support and woven membrane
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in between. The membrane then moves the air and
thereby creates sound waves.
The first experiments served as proof for the func
tionality of creating flat forms of coils and were
made by taping copper foil and wire directly to
carton, whereat the carton serves as the membrane.
The next specimen were already knitted with copper
wire. In the later samples a round form was used
that corresponds to the actual size of the used
magnets. This type of coil was then also used in
the production of the protosample sound hoodie.

The concept for knitting audio speakers is based
on the construction of regular speakers but is
modifying the coil elements to form a plane surface.
To create a fabric speaker, a coil is produced using
insulated copper wire. Then a membrane and a
magnet are added. (see picture below). If sound
waves are sent through the coil, the speaker will
create sound: The audio waves sent through the
coil basically consist of small electric charges that
will create a magnetic field. The magnet counteracts
this magnetic field and thus moves the membrane

Parallel to experiments with coil forms, the team
experimented on materials for the membrane.
Early samples were tried with carton membranes
whereas later tests were made with textile forms
of membrane.

build-up of the textile speaker: round knitted copper wire with knitted support, hardened textile
membrane and a magnet.
11

Findings & Improvements

finished protosample sound hoodie

fig. 1: knitted wire magnetic fields with
counteracting magnets

fig. 2: coil of turned stitches with underlying
magnet

To illustrate possible applications for the speaker
module, a sample prototype was produced. The
protosample sound hoodie (top image) created for
this research is fully functional. It is audible and a
simple 3,5mm audio jack cable can be attached
to plug it into any music playing device. The knitted
coils are able to produce sound at a decent level of
audibility, but have to be held close to the ears. This
creates quite discrete forms of speakers that pro
duce sound rather locally than filling whole rooms.

For improving the overall quality of the speaker
both in loudness and clarity, there are a few more
approaches to be tried out in future research:

After consulting an expert on electromagnetism
the team was made aware that the magnetic fields
mostly cancel each other out on an intertwining
knitted copper wire mesh. This was improved in the
follow-up samples by knitting only every second
row with wire, allowing for small stable magnetic
fields to form. Another difficulty was posed by the
fact that in the shape of a knitted wire the magnetic
fields change direction in every other loop. This
could be counteracted by putting very small cor
responding opposite magnets under each knitted
loop. (see fig. 1)
Another solution to this problem is to change the
form of the coil by turning the stitches by 180 de
grees, thus creating a more stable magnetic field
going in only one direction. (see fig. 2)
In the latest sample, as seen in the bottom image,
two of these modifications were realized: knitting
the wire with a row of nonconductive inbetween
and turning the single stitches so they form whole
loops. These changes resulted in significant im
provements of the speakers loudness.

2. Another approach involves researching other
types and shapes of magnets. Potentially the
use of tiny magnets that correspond exactly to
single stitch size and are mounted alternatingly
on a base plate will significantly improve sound
quality. Ring shaped magnets could be sewn
together into a magnetic flexible raster to reach
the same effect. It is also thinkable to create a
magnetized thread or wire that is knittable for
creating the counter magnet.

1. Create more differentiated coil forms - similar
to above mentioned method of turning the
conductive stitches 180 degrees - to create a
more stable magnetic field. This could include
making the mesh wider or larger, or using more
sophisticated conductive threads.

3. A change of membrane material would change
its behavior and therefore also lead to improved
sound quality. The membrane needs to be abso
lutely airtight and stiff under the coil whereas the
anchorage of the membrane should be flexibly
connected to the base material of the speaker.
This will reduce the loss of lower frequencies.
A better membrane will lead to improved sound
in terms of frequency quality and spectrum.

close-up of looped wire
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eTextile Sweatshop Program

Introduction eTextile Sweatshop

22 - 29 November 2012
Wednesday 21: Opening drinks

Sunday 25: eTextile Workspace

Event | 17.00 - 18.00

Expert meeting | 10.00 -18.00 | V2_’s eTextile
Workspace community gathers to work on on-going
individual and collaborative projects. Non-members
are warmly invited to join this group of expert
eTextile producers.

Thursday 22: Punch Couture
Workshop | 10.00 - 18.00 | Ebru Kurbak (TR) and
Irene Posch (AT) | 25 incl. lunch and materials
| registration required: karla@v2.nl | The Punch
Couture workshop explores the artistic possibilities
of self-made punch cards for knitting machines.
Participants create their own punch cards using
laser- and vinyl cutters, and knit the result under the
guidance of artists Ebru Kurbak and Irene Posch.

Monday 26: Open Access Day
Open access | 10.00 -18.00 | During Open Access
Day the sweatshop is freely accessible to artists
to work on their own eTextile projects. Following
fablab practice, participants should provide their
own materials.

Friday 23 + Saturday 24:
Designing for the Loop

Tuesday 27: Architextiles

Workshop | 10.00 - 18.00 | Mika Satomi (JP/AT),
Hannah Perner-Wilson (AT), and Andreas Köhler
(DE) | 50 incl. lunch and materials | registration
required: karla@v2.nl | Designing for the Loop is a
two-day workshop that focuses on eco-conscious
eTextile design, developed by artists Mika Satomi
and Hannah Perner-Wilson in collaboration with
sustainability expert Andreas Köhler. Participants
debate issues of sustainability in eTextile design on
the basis of several hands-on experiments, such as
designing a recyclable eTextile and conducting
life-cycle analysis.

Expert meeting | 10.00 -18.00 | The Architextile
community experiments with light, sound and lasercut patterns in the context of interior design and
architecture. Non-Architextile members are warmly
invited to join.

eTextiles are fabrics with embedded electronic
components that form a vibrant territory for artistic
exploration and innovation. Facilities to produce
textiles and electronics professionally, however, sel
dom go hand-in-hand, making it difficult for artists
to coordinate eTextiles creation. To support artists
working with eTextiles, V2_ installed a temporary
workshop space exclusively dedicated to the
production of eTextiles. This eTextile Sweatshop
brings together rapid prototyping machines typi
cally found in FabLabs with machines common to
the production of textiles. Besides open access to
artists working with eTextiles, V2_ offered an ex
tensive workshop and masterclass program. In this
program, leading artists, expert users, and creative
communities dealing with eTextiles transferred their
skills and expertise through meetings, demonstra

tions, and hands-on production in the eTextile
Sweatshop. The results were presented in a special
edition of Test_Lab, November 29.

‘What is the added value of high advanced
technology in fashion? We all know that the
fashion industry highly depends on technical
resources, but how about the more independent
designers? Does the availability of smart textiles
and high tech machines influence their level of
creativity and their design process? [...]
At least in V2_ they had the chance to see
how a designers’ workspace might look like in
the future.’
Mehtap Gungormez, blogger on fashioningtech.com

Wednesday 28: Smart Social Crafting
Workshop | 10.00 - 18.00 | Betsy Greer (US) |
25 incl. lunch and materials | registration required:
karla@v2.nl | Betsy Greer, known for coining the
term ‘craftivism’, leads a workshop on Smart Social
Crafting in which participants create machine-knit
pairs of conductive swatches to form
a simple circuit.

Saturday 24: Ultimaker 3D Printing
Masterclass | 11.00 - 13.00 | Joris van Tubergen
(Protospace) | 12,50 incl. materials | registration
required: karla@v2.nl

Thursday 29: Test_Lab eTextile Sweatshop
Event | 20.00 - 22.00 | This edition of Test_Lab
marks the end of V2_’s week-long eTextile
Sweatshop and highlights some of its products.

Saturday 24: Textile Laser Cutting
Masterclass | 14.00 - 16.00 | Jiskar Schmitz and
Christian Waber (Snijlab) | 12,50 incl. materials |
registration required: karla@v2.nl

www.v2.nl/events/etextile-sweatshop

eTextile Sweatshop at V2_Groundfloor
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Punch Couture
Thursday 22 | 10.00 - 18.00 |
Ebru Kurbak (TR) and Irene Posch (AT)
9 participants
Punch Couture, V2_s fall 2012 Artist in Residence
project, investigated the potentials of using punch
card operated domestic knitting machines in com
bination with current digital and physical fabrication
techniques and materials.

and Irene Posch. This workshop is a beautiful
example of two worlds merging: the physical punch
card template was digitized once as a vector file,
allowing participants to design their drawings
directly on the computer, having them cut out by
digital reproduction machines and use the resulting
punch card to create an actual knit work. Because
of their digital nature, the patterns are ready to be
shared with other users, perfectly demonstrating the
starting points of Beta Textiles.

The corresponding workshop explored the artistic
possibilities of self-made punch cards for knitting
machines. Participants created their own punch
cards using laser- and vinyl cutters, and knitted the
result under the guidance of artists Ebru Kurbak

workshop results (photo: Jan Sprij)

feeding the punch card into the knitting machine
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Designing for the Loop
Friday 23 + Saturday 24 | 10.00 - 18.00 |
Mika Satomi (JP/AT), Hannah Perner-Wilson
(AT), and Andreas Köhler (DE)
13 participants
Designing for the loop was a two-day workshop
that focused on eco-conscious eTextile design,
developed by artists Mika Satomi and Hannah
Perner-Wilson in collaboration with sustainability
expert Andreas Köhler. Participants debated issues
of sustainability in eTextile design on the basis of
several hands-on experiments, such as designing
a recyclable eTextile and conducting life-cycle
analysis with the LCA to go method.

The workshop explored what it takes to determine
and evaluate sustainable design principles for
eTextile projects and products. Participants were
introduced to a range of materials and processes
commonly used in eTextiles practices today, with
basic information about their various environmental
impacts. Each group was given different product
conditions, such as usage-scenario and produc
tion quantity in order to simulate the complexity of
a sustainable design. The challenge was to create
sustainable design solutions with these given
conditions. At the end of the workshop, each group
presented their prototypes and evaluated the
different solutions. Initiatives like these illustrate
the conscious mind within the wearable tech
community, and this attitude is something we
would love to see passed on to industrial
companies in general.

The initiative for this workshop was taken during
summer 2012, in one of V2_s eTextile Workspace
sessions. While wearable technology has not yet
hit the mass consumer market, the community
expressed their concern about electronic textiles
becoming the e-Waste nightmare of the future,
similar to the problematic we see nowadays in
disposed computers and mobile phones.

easily recyclable movement awareness jacket

interactive thermochromic collar

Hannah Perner-Wilson with some workshop materials
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Masterclass Ultimaker 3D Printing

Masterclass Textile Laser Cutting

Saturday 24 | 11.00 - 13.00 |
Joris van Tubergen, Harma Woldhuis (Protospace) and Martine de Wit (DUS Architects)
9 participants

Saturday 24 | 14.00 - 16.00 |
Jiskar Schmitz and Christian Waber (Snijlab)
11 participants

During this masterclass, participants were encour
aged to get hands-on involvement with the process
of 3D printing. Traditionally, 3D printers print with
solid materials like plastics or ceramics. The chal
lenge was to integrate textiles within a plastic
product while the printer was running. Plastics lami
nated with textiles or fluffy inserts into solid objects
were the results of these experiments. Applying
these methods it becomes possible to add tactile
softness and flexibility to otherwise rather sturdy
3D prints. Textile design and the fashion industry

can profit from these hybrid materials. The fact that
Ultimakers are self-built machines makes it almost
impossible to damage them. If something breaks
during an exploration process, you simply replace or
rebuild that part. Familiarizing designers and artists
with 3D printers and the possibilities for use in the
textile industry will be the start of innovative future
designs.

Joris van Tubergen with workshop
participants

Ultimaker control panel

workshop result
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The laser cutter is probably the most versatile
machine found in a Fablab. By cutting out flat
parts you can build and construct 3D shapes.
Within textiles production, cutting out complex
patterns and etching surfaces is the best known
use of this machine. But what would happen if
you design smart patterns to make solid surfaces
flexible? Suddenly a soft wooden dress becomes
realizable. During the masterclass, Jiskar Schmitz
and Christian Waber from Snijlab passed on their
knowledge about such smart patterns. Together
with the participants they tried to design a wooden
surface which would bend in all dimensions, instead
of just one. There were also ideas to design a laser
cut pattern to create a three-dimensional T-shirt

out of one single flat surface. For fashion design
and the textile industry there are still a lot of pos
sibilities to explore in the future.

lasercut frame for glasses

lasercut flexible wood

participants experimenting on cutting patterns

lasercut conductive fabric sample

„ It’s interesting to see how this flat piece of wood
is magically transformed into a three-dimensional
piece. And although it’s a high tech machine, it
produces pieces with the look and feel of craftsmanship. I like that.

“

Rabin Huissen of the artist/fashion designer duo
called Corsage, participant in the Textile Laser Cutting
Masterclass
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Open Access Days & Expert
Community Meetings
Sunday 25, Monday 26 + Tuesday 27 | 10.00 - 18.00 |
Expert Group
approximately 20 participants
On these community days, the eTextile Sweatshop
was welcoming everyone to come in and use the
provided machines. Several of the workshop par
ticipants returned on open access days to continue
their work on samples or experiment further with the
machines.

upcycled seatcovers made from banner material

Luminex lasercut structures

Additionally the eTextile Workspace Community and
the Architextiles Team were invited to come and
work on their projects. The Architextile community
for example experimented with light, sound and
laser-cut patterns in the context of interior design
and architecture.As illustrated below, a hole matrix
and indentations were cut into felt panels to imple
ment OLEDs. V2_ provided expert knowledge on
integrating electronics and gave insight in the stateof-the-art possibilities of smart textiles.

Not only people motivated by workshops, but also
external crafters came to benefit from the pos
sibilities of the Sweatshop. Some of the example
creations include garden seat covers and a fat boy
cushion using banner material. The laser cutter was
put to use by creating a precise cutout pattern to
make 3D structures out of a single piece of Luminex
material.

lasercut felt with OLED
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Smart Social Crafting
Wednesday 28 | 10.00 - 18.00 |
Betsy Greer (US)
18 participants
Betsy Greer, known for coining the term
‘craftivism’, led a workshop on Smart Social
Crafting in which participants created machine-knit
pairs of conductive swatches to form simple cir
cuits. Greers workshop was the kickoff for Design
Academy and TU/e students starting to collaborate
on the ‘Design Research Sessions’ conceived by
Design Academy Eindhoven as part of STS CRISP.
The students were offered a simple starting point:
create matching pairs of socially relevant pieces of
craft. Having the full potential of the eTextile
Sweatshop machines at their disposal, they
could let their creativity run freely. The results

were personal and versatile, ranging from superhero
rings that only light up if a team of three people hold
each others wrists, to using the layout of an electric
circuit as an actual visual pattern for a knitted textile.

„ It was a great opportunity to think about how
technology and crafts can connect people. Designing through crafting as a process of trial and error.
Both visible and non-visible ways of integrating
electronics into textiles was interesting.

“

Lotte Oude Weernink, student at TU/e

electrical circuit knitting pattern

superhero rings

connected knitted snakebite swatches
24
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Test_Lab

‘Obstruction’ by Po Ting Lee and
Maartje Dijkstra

prototype by Bram van Waardenberg

Test_Lab presentations

This edition of Test_Lab, marking the end of the
week-long eTextile Sweatshop, demonstrated
how easing access to facilities and promoting the
sharing of skills can stimulate innovation and good
practice in the arts and design. All workshop results
were discussed, and additionally two newly devel
oped artworks by Artists-in-Residence Po Ting Lee
and Ebru Kurbak & Irene Posch were revealed to
the audience. Especially the work of Ebru and Irene
is worth mentioning in the context of CRISP, since
their artistic research is very closely related to that
of Karla Spiluttini. Both researches focused on knit
ting electronic components with the use of coated
copper wire and a punch-card knitting machine.
During their residencies at V2_, research results
and insights were shared. Posch & Kurbak knitted
a radio transmitter, by replacing as many electrical

components of a standard radio transmitter (such
as resistors, capacitors and coils) by a copper-knit
with equivalent behaviour. All these components,
including the betaKnit speakers, are documented
and will eventually be stored in an online database:
the punch-card pattern and the length and density
of the copper wire used determines the value of
each resistor or capacitor, allowing anyone to
reproduce them.
The Test_Lab was very well visited and lively. Many
of the workshop participants from the previous
week returned to the event, and also many partners
that helped to realize the eTextile Sweatshop were
present.
All photos on this page by Jan Sprij

knitted transmitter by Irene Posch and Ebru Kurbak
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Conclusion and Future Prospects
One of the most important conclusions of the
eTextile Sweatshop event is that without great
partnerships none of this would have been possible.
To enable the DIY community to meet with Fablabs,
industry, education, science and research they have
to closely work together, share physical spaces as
much as possible and develop a shared vocabulary.
Only in this way the different worlds can truly meet
and exchange knowledge and skills.

The betaKnit research took a first step towards a
full integration of electronics within textiles, whereas
current wearable projects mainly use electronic
components mounted on the surface of textiles.
With the prospect of being able to create knitted
electronic parts as complex as a whole speaker,
the since long envisioned ideal of having soft
tactile electronics comes closely within reach. If
these prototypes will be professionally produced
and made available to the commercial market by
the textile industry this would imply a big techno
logical advance in the field of wearable technology.
The exchange database proposed as part of our
research (see image) will facilitate the creation of
smart textiles to be perceived as more of a service
than a mere finished product - also one of the
intentions initiated by STS CRISP.

As for the research done on the knitted speakers,
some pointers show how to improve volume and
sound quality. To be able to scale up from single
pieces to a small series of multiple fabric speakers
in for example an interior textile, there are clear
challenges to the textile industry that the research
team would like to pass on to the textile produc
ing partners within the CRISP network (see also
research chapter):

proposed interface for betaKnit exchange database
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Piem Wirtz - Project manager at V2_
Karla Spiluttini - Research Resident at V2_

– Find a way to turn certain stitches around 180
degrees for the creation of loops in the copper
wire.
– Design patterns for incorporating many modules
in one single textile, but still preserve the possibi
lity to control them individually.
– Include three layers of knitted fabric for an
integrated magnet pocket and membrane.
— Playing with the density of the knit or additive
materials to create a knitted and airtight mem
brane. Find a way to create a magnetic core for
underlaying the knitted coil, even create a form of
magnetic thread. Its magnetization should corres
pond to the opposite of the fields created by the
knitted coil.
– Use the knitted copper mesh as a relais. Possibly
the magnetic field in our mesh attracts a magnet
from a switch.
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eTextile Sweatshop Partners
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of V2_ Institute for the Unstable Media
to the CRISP Smart Textile Services
project.
Rotterdam, 2012
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